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NEW QUESTION: 1
You executed a DROP USER CASCADE on an Oracle 11g release 1
database and immediately realized that you forgot to copy the
OCA.EXAM_RESULTS table to the OCP schema.
The RECYCLE_BIN enabled before the DROP USER was executed and
the OCP user has been granted the FLASHBACK ANY TABLE system
privilege.
What is the quickest way to recover the contents of the
OCA.EXAM_RESULTS table to the
OCP schema?
A. Recover the table using traditional Tablespace Point In Time
Recovery.

B. Execute FLASHBACK TABLE OCEXAM_RESULTS TO BEFORE DROP RENAME
TO OCP.EXAM_RESULTS; connected as SYSTEM.
C. Recover the table using Automated Tablespace Point In Time
Recovery.
D. Execute FLASHBACK TABLE OCA.EXAM_RESULTS TOBEFORE DROP
RENAME TO
EXAM_RESULTS; connected as the OCP user.
E. Recovery the table using Database Point In Time Recovery.
Answer: C
Explanation:
RMAN tablespace point-in-time recovery (TSPITR).
Recovery Manager (RMAN) TSPITR enables quick recovery of one or
more tablespaces in a database to an earlier time without
affecting the rest of the tablespaces and objects in the
database.
Fully Automated (the default)
In this mode, RMAN manages the entire TSPITR process including
the auxiliary instance.
You specify the tablespaces of the recovery set, an auxiliary
destination, the target time, and you allow RMAN to manage all
other aspects of TSPITR.
The default mode is recommended unless you specifically need
more control over the location of recovery set files after
TSPITR, auxiliary set files during TSPITR, channel settings and
parameters or some other aspect of your auxiliary instance.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A member of the human resources department is searching for
candidate resumes and encounters the following error message
when attempting to access popular job search websites:
Which of the following would resolve this issue without
compromising the company's security policies?
A. Create an exception for the job search sites in the
host-based firewall on the employee's computer.
B. Renew the DNS settings and IP address on the employee's
computer.
C. Remove the proxy settings from the employee's web browser.
D. Add the employee to a less restrictive group on the content
filter.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator has
action as follows:
add rewrite action sync_date replace
What is the correct way to interpret
A. The rewrite action is invalid, as
referenced in the system policy.

configured the rewrite
http.res.date sys.time
this rewrite action?
system time CANNOT be

B. The rewrite action replaces the Date header in http response
with the NetScaler system time in a conventional date format.
C. The rewrite action replaces the NetScaler system time with
the Date header in a conventional date format.
D. The rewrite action replaces the Date header in the http
response with the GMT time stamp.
Answer: A
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